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CREATED FOR DEMAND BUILT
ON RECOMMENDATIONS

 

Nathan Siddall Company Director

Over the past few years Rhino Fire & Security Systems has provided
security and fire safety systems across South Wales and surrounding areas.
 
With customers ranging from domestic right the way through to industrial
premises and construction sites, we cater for it all.
We pride ourselves on supplying the latest technology at affordable prices. 
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When a family member was
experiencing regular break-ins, as a
qualified electrician I decided to
secure their home with a new
burglar alarm system, CCTV and
security lighting. 

 Till this day they are yet to
experience another break-in,
although the area still remains
highly active for burglaries. 

 Word of mouth led to further
security systems being installed
across Cardiff.
Today Rhino Fire & Security
Systems has grown to become a
trusted fire and security company. 



WHO WE WORK WITH

We cater for everything right the way from a shed to a stadium. Here's a few
examples of industries we work with. 
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Construction sites Home owners Festivals and
concerts

Void and
abandoned
properties

Farming and
agriculture 

Highways and road
maintenance 

Utilities and
infrastructure 

Commercial and
retail  

Factories and
industrial

Schools and
colleges



INTRUDER ALARMS

Domestic The use of wireless alarm
technology has significantly
increased in recent years, leading to
a wide range of wireless intruder
alarm systems available in the
market. This technology is
convenient as it avoids disrupting the
aesthetic of your home and can be
installed more quickly. If wireless
technology does not meet your
needs, we offer a variety of other
systems to suit your requirements.
Typically, domestic intruder alarms
and panels are installed to Grade 2,
unless your insurance company
requires a different grade.

Commercial The commercial security
sector is known for its unique and
challenging security demands that
arise daily. We take great care from the
design and installation of alarm panels
to ongoing maintenance to ensure that
the security system meets all of these
demands. Our goal is to provide a
versatile and flexible system that can
adapt and expand to meet the
changing needs of your company. We
understand that a user-friendly
system is also essential, particularly in
a commercial setting where multiple
personnel may need to use it regularly.
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CCTV
Rhino Fire and Security Systems offers professional quality CCTV camera installation
and maintenance services across South Wales and the nearby areas. We cater to both
residential and commercial clients, providing an added layer of security to their
premises. We take pride in our skilled and experienced team who not only install
CCTV systems but also provide excellent customer service. We understand the
importance of security and how it can protect valuable assets and act as a crime
deterrent. Our services range from home owners to factories, and we work closely
with our clients to deliver cost-effective CCTV systems that incorporate the latest
technological advancements. Our offerings include standard analogue systems and
full HD IP-based integrated systems that can serve a multitude of purposes. Our
installation process is smooth and hassle-free, ensuring no business interference. Get
in touch with us today for a free no-obligation consultation to learn more about our
CCTV solutions for your home or commercial property.



Fire Alarms

Emergency lighting 

Regularly servicing your fire alarm system can provide numerous
benefits. Firstly, in most cases it is a legal requirement. Secondly, it can
ensure that the system is functioning correctly and will alert you in the
event of a fire, potentially saving lives and property.
 
Servicing can detect any potential issues or defects in the system,
allowing them to be fixed before they become a major problem. This can
save you money in the long run by preventing costly repairs or
replacements. Additionally, regular servicing can extend the lifespan of
your fire alarm system, ensuring it continues to protect your property
and people for years to come. 

Often during a fire the first thing to happen is loss of power resulting in
total darkness making it difficult to escape. We are able to offer a variety
of domestic and commercial emergency lighting solutions ranging from
simple bulb replacements with inbuilt batteries to permanent fixtures or
handheld devices. 

Escaping a building quickly in an emergency is crucial that's why we offer
illumination route technology to provide a quick and easy route
illumination during a blackout.

FIRE
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ACCESS CONTROL
Access Control / Intercom systems are a great way to protect your property.
Mechanical or electrical locks keep your door locked until you release it,
granting your visitors access.

See and speak to your visitors from your mobile phone or handset and allow
them to leave video voicemails if you miss them.

Access control systems not only increase your properties security but can
also help to restrict access within it. 

Provide temporary visitor access to selected areas only and bar or remove
users at any time. 
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Our pods help to protect your
property 24 hours a day. Built-in
PIR motion detector cameras
take 3-5 photos of trespassers
and active a loud 113dB siren and
strobe warning off any would-be
intruders. Remotely arm or
disarm your system via smart
phone app and receive instant
notifications of any alarm
activations. 

TOWERS

RAPID DEPLOYMENT

PODS
Providing high quality audio
and video in remote or off grid
locations our towers are the
perfect solution to offer
security and safety for
Construction site security,
Utility sector security, Vacant
properties protection, Festivals
& Events, Public safety & Crime
prevention.
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SECURITY SOLUTIONS 



DRONES

Our team of skilled drone pilots can
carry out all types of aerial tasks such
as capturing stunning high quality
images and videos of your existing
property or recent new building
project. 
 
Undertaking essential maintenance
checks or carrying out requested
insurance inspections helping to
avoid high access equipment costs
and delays.

Speak with us today about your aerial
requirements.

Aerial Photography 
Get high quality images and videos of
your new project.

Maintenance checks
We can inspect large areas of
infrastructure and utilities.

Insurance Inspections
We can carry out visual high level
inspections for insurance companies
avoiding costly access equipment and
delays.
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Services



www.RhinoFS.co.uk

THANK YOU


